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AGENT HEADSHOT

3834 Wyoming St
Tower Grove Heights, 63116

Circa 1906:                      This Tower Grove Heights 4 bed/3ba house is ready to impress you! 
Initially, This was a 2 family that was converted to its present single family 
destiny. This house has a perfect flow from room to room which includes 
hallways w/nooks & crannies to let those creative living spaces shine through. 
The entry foyer, w/the artistically driven mosaic floor, sets the tone for quality 
finishes throughout. These finishes are found among the solid hardwoods from 
the foyer covering the main floor up to the 2nd floor; in the dreamy master suite 
w/attention to luxury, privacy, and utility in all of the right places; or the replaced 
back porches that gaze out to the tidy backyard into the newly built carport that 
doubles as a sweet entertaining spot. Additionally, the sewer lines as well as the 
electrical panel were replaced. Need more? How about being in a most 
established walkable neighborhood with proximity to  anything the modern 
heart desires?! We can't wait to introduce you to this classic gem!

Dede Dooley

(314) 497-2145
Dede.Dooley@CircaSTL.com



Special Features

Specs
BEDROOMS BATHROOMS

SQUARE FOOTAGE YEAR BUILT

ESTIMATED TAXES PARKING

LOT SIZE STORIES

FLOORPLAN
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Floorplan Disclaimer: All measurements are approximate and not 
guaranteed to be exact or to scale. Buyer should confirm 
measurements using their own sources prior to purchasing or writing 
an offer. Not for use with appraisal or assessment.

VISIT 3834WYOMING.COM FOR VIRTUAL TOUR AND MORE INFORMATION
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P Commercial grade roof
P Jefferson door leads to the balcony!
P Upgraded electrical panel in 2018
PMaintenance free composite decks built in

2020!
P Carport built in 2020
P Check out this stove! Is a convection oven,

bread baker, slow cooker, extra large
interior. The only thing it doesn't do is
cook for you!
P Original bricks saved from the garage

demo-perfect for future hardscaping!
P Fridge to stay!
P 2 sets of washer and dryers to stay!
P Gustine market is a 6 minute walk

away-perfect to pick up that last minute
bottle of wine
P Tower Grove park is a short 4 block walk

away




